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What is Digital Transformation
Digital transformation is the integration of technology into all areas of a business

Moving towards paperless driven processes and task-management

Represents a significant culture change for companies, and risk

Digital transformation is the integration of digital technology into all areas of a business, 
fundamentally changing how you operate and deliver value to customers



Why make the effort?
Increased efficiency

Improved accountability internally

Ability to scale and grow

Staying relevant and competitive

Accountability - digital actions are tracked and auditible to see who has touched what 
(digital signature)



Workflow & Document Management
The unsung heroes of Cetec ERP software

Attached to every business object in Cetec (hard to demo)

Most transformational for business process and company culture for our customers

Barcoding & digitally statusing orders

The two features we’ll focus on primarily today will be workflow and document 
management, as they are the secret (hidden) sauce of Cetec ERP. 

Like a Tim Duncan, or Greg Popovich - fundamental, not flashy, but reliable and 
consistent, and improves everything else. 

They’re apart of every business object in Cetec, making them hard to demo and not 
always the most flashy. But they have shown to be the most transformational and 
impactful for our customers who use them regularly. 

Also will look at barcoding and digitally statusing orders. 



Intro Workflow
Task assignment internally

Track where processes are at, set reminders

My Tasks

Tasks & processes could apply to quotes, 



You can build an internal workflow customized for you business process. Around any 
of these business objects



When a workflow assingment happens, it both emails the user and shows up in the 
My Tasks screen. Located under the sandwich menu, and My Tasks. 

You can search by object type and date. 

You’ll also see all of your own uploaded documents and your own notes posted 
anywhere. 





Intro Doc Mgmt
Cetec-generated documents

Globalize/Localize documents

Process documents

Document Attachment & revisions 

Cetec-generated docs: 

Process docs: categorizing documents, like a file system: HR docs, training docs, etc. 
Less google drive and more a repository for ISO-compliance becuase they are 
rev-controlled 

Document attachment: upload (or scan) and attach docs anywhere, and have the 
most recent revision accessible along with previous document revisions; require 
approval

Our file-system is native. Most ERP’s assume you have a separate file system you 
link to and reference, requiring maintenance. Cetec is the file system. 



How - Cetec ERP Process
Order Entry: Quote > Order

Purchasing: MRP > PQuote > PO

Warehouse > Receiving/Put Away > Order Release

Order Release > Picking > Production > Invoice

Invoice > Accounting: A/R & A/P

How do these work in Cetec?

I’ll be following a standard Cetec process, though you could adapt how workflow & 
doc mgmt match your process.
You might even consider how to change/improve internal processes.

We’ll start at order entry: a quote entered by sales rep George that needs review and 
approval before being committed to order.
That will drive demand for materials, so before we release an order, we will purchase 
the material and see pquote approval.
Once we’ve placed the PO and received the material, we put the material away and 
can release the order to the job floor for picking and production.
After Inspections, the finished product is ready for shipping and invoicing.
Finally, we have money to collect and money to pay.

We can use workflow tools and doc mgmt at pretty much any point in the 
manufacturing process to improve communication, efficiency, visibility, and control. 



Quote
Workflow

Assign new Quote to accounting, engineering, or purchasing for review and 

editing

Doc Mgmnt

Attach Customer PO, refer to Part or Customer record documents

Under the Quote object you can assign a quote for review or approval

Anecdote!!! Workflow are digital tools (native to Cetec ERP) that are leveraged in 
vastly different ways to help you Build A Process!! (Neurovision using for quote 
approvals)

Under documents, you can attach the customer PO, load a CAD drawing, or refer to 
part/customer record documents. The native nature means that documents will flow 
through, and are able to be emailed to the customer.



Workflow and documents attached to every business object in Cetec. They are here, 
and here



Browse files, find customer PO, and upload to the Quote
This will follow from quote, through to order, and all the way to invoice. So we can 
access the customer PO at any point in the process. 

You can attach 



We have the newly uploaded Cust PO, along with the documents from our part 
record. Customer documents would also be accessible through the quote.

Interrelated business object 



Interrelated business object 



Interrelated business object 



Attach the Customer PO as a document



Globalize vs Localize

You can attach some documents to a business object w/ “Globalize”, meaning that 
document would be attached to every Quote, not just specific quotes.
So for example, you may have a generic document that needs to be filled out for 
request. Or just a process-related document to be easily accessible for your sales 
people.

This will apply everywhere we can attach documents as well - parts, order lines, etc. 



Here’s a sample quote workflow, where we can assign the quote for review by 
accounting or engineering or purchasing. Or even up the chain for quote approval. 
When you assign to a user, like Susan, she would get an email and a task assignment 
from Cetec for either accounting review or purchasing review. 

You can create visibility and improve internal communication. 



So we’ve assigned this quote to Susan for purchasing review. And she’s seen it, made 
suggestions, and is sending back to George for final sales approval and to commit to 
order.



Now we have a newly committed order, ideally ready for production.

First, this order will drive demand for purchasing before we can release it to the 
warehouse for picking and production. 



Purchasing - PQuote
Workflow

Enable purchasing $ threshold and require manager approval

Documents

PQuote from MRP > Attaches part waterfall report at time of pquote



Now we put on Susan’s hat, as purchasing. And navigate to MRP.



Susan works through the MRP report and creates a new PQuote for the raw materials 
needed on our order.



In a PQuote, just as in the quote, we have the documents and workflow tools. 

However, you may want to require an approval on purchases over a certain dollar 
amount. We can use workflow to manage and approve this PQuote.





We assign the PQuote up the chain for manager approval



This particular pquote is above Susan’s threshhold so as she goes to convert to PO, 
she isn’t able to proceed w/ out manager approval.



So Susan will use the PQuote workflow to assign to John for approval.

Once the manager reviews, John just has to click approve and assign back to Susan. 
There is actually even a config to auto-convert to PO upon approval. 



John receives the email with the task assignment, takes a look, and reassigns back to 
Susan with approval so she can convert to PO and make the necessary purchase.

You can also enable it to auto-convert upon approval.



Now that we have the components on order, we’ll have to switch hats to our 
Warehouse for receiving and put away.



Warehouse - Receiving & Put Away
Barcode the warehouse

Speed up put away process

Improve inventory mgmt during the picking process

You can actually barcode your entire warehouse, and go completely paperless with 
barcode scanners and barcodes for each bin. 









Scan receipt
Goes to put away page for receipt





Can code barcode scanner to scan and submit, and it will take you back to the put 
away screen.

Screen next receipt



Assign/Release Orders
Batch assign orders to users and/or work locations

Use barcode scanners to scan into the order

Can either be fully digital using workflow task management or run parallel w/ paper 

license plates to scan into a job

Once parts have been ordered and put away, jobs can be released to the shop floor 
for picking and production.

Our production manager can batch assign orders to workers and/or work locations, 
who can then give status on their own jobs. 

Here you can go fully digital, using ‘My Tasks’ to assign and then navigate into a work 
order, the labor plan natively integrated into the workorder screen, and the ability to 
change work locations and reassign a job using workflow. 

Managers can real time see the status of a job, and report on bottlenecks in 
efficiency. 

You can also run parallel, printing off travelers (or license plates) for the floor and 
utilizing scanners. 



BETA SCREENSHOT FOR PACKING SLIP

We can batch move orders to any work location in the warehouse. And then print our 
license plates for your job floor workers to scan into.

You also have the Assign To option. Where I can actually assign specific jobs to Joe 
Worker. So rather than him scanning into a job, or typing into a job. Joe can look at 
his task list and see what workorders have been assigned to him, and then click into 
them without needing the scanner or anything else. He’d have access to all necessary 
documents - the license plate w/ picklist, work instructions, etc. 



License Plate



Order Plate



Workorder - Picking Parts
Pick Queue screen to see which jobs are released for picking

Use the barcode scanner to scan which bin parts are picked from on the floor

Workflow

Immediately assign to the next work location or worker for production

So now that we’ve assigned our job to the warehouse for picking, we can scan into 
the

These are all digital workflows 





Use scanners and scan receipt barcode

Click in the text box and scan 





Can assign to Machine #1 and update to log the parts picked, and move it through the 
shop floor



We can also assign to the next user w/ the workflow tool in the workorder screen. This 
would bring the job up in their “My Tasks”

Use this, along with labor plan to replace paper travelers



Workorder - Machine #1
Joe Worker can quickly navigate into a job

By scanning into the job w/ the license plate

By utilizing “My Tasks”

Using the “Bookmark” and having a pre-set filtered report to show his jobs or jobs 

by work location

Joe can log time w/ the barcode scanner

Access ordline docs or part, quote, customer record documents flowing through

Use the workflow or location tools to send to the next user or work location



There are a number of ways to navigate into the workorder screen
Bookmark the report for location, assigned to, or even order status to see the list
Use My Tasks
To use the barcode sanner, click in the global search and scan the workorder



Set search fields and bookmark the report to build out a working task list on the 
Production Order List





Joe is into the workorder, sees his work instructions, the part drawing, etc. is ready to 
begin work.

He can scan to start work, and cetec will log time







When Joe is completed with work, he scans again to stop work. Then send to the next 
work location, or assign with the workflow



The next stage in this job is inspections



Workorder - Inspections
Log data digitally

Create NCR, follow a workflow for ISO-compliant quality process

Create a CAR

Require digital Inspection sign off

Cetec has a built-out, ISO compliant workflow for NCRs and CARs.

So you can log data digitally, and track and report on quality issues



Here we log inspections - required data and click submit



You can enter specifics according to the parts that fail inspections, or just default them



After the inspection has been logged we can create an NCR



The NCR workflow starts at creation. Then moves to Review



Once we’ve moved it to Review, you’ll notice the NCR screen changes, with 
more/different data to input. The workflow also changes accordingly. We send back to 
creation, to escalation, or to our MRB. 

We can follow the process all the through to the creation of a CAR if so desired



Once the inspection is complete, we can log our required instructions labor plan 
initials

Process control made possible by founding the process in a digital format



Inspections have been completed, and we are ready to ship, so we assign over to 
shipping for packaging and printing packing label and final invoicing



Accounting - A/P
Utilitize the Voucher workflow

On the accounting side of things, you can utilize worklfow 







Setting Up Workflow















You can either assign by specific users or by roles. Go through and designate the 
roles (or users) and click submit to save your inputs. They’ll then show in the 
Workflow dropdown for Accounting Review. 



You can set Nag alerts, which could serve as a reminder on a task, or an escalation 
point so that a task doesn’t unopened too long. 
Check the box, click submit, then determine the number of minutes to escalate after 
(use minutes, even if in days), and designate who would receive the escalation email. 
After the set amount of minutes, those users would receive an email concerning the 
task. 



Document Uploads and Approval
Workflow for document control and doc revision control

Privileged vs nonprivileged









Build a workflow for document upload approval



Barcode Scanners
Hardware requirements

User set up

Hardware - bluetooth or usb (hardware agnostic)

User profile - “has scanner”
-Autodetect, YES, NO





Q&A


